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Why conferences 
 Lag in traditional publication
 Need for immediacy and currency of papers
 Papers are counted as research publications for DEST 
points (provided they meet criteria*)
 Difficulties in discovery
 Need for persistence and archiving
 Prime source of communication in some disciplines
* 2007 Higher Education Research Data Collection (HERDC), 
specifications for the collection of 2006 data (DEST)
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ISI Coverage of DEST publications by field
 DEST Publication Categories ISI Percentage of  
Field No. Pubs 
1999-2001
Books  Book 
Chap. 
Journal 
Articles 
Conf. 
Pubs 
All 
Pubs 
Journal 
Articles 
Chemical Sciences 3100 0.2 2.1 95.7 1.9 84.6 88.0 
Biological Sciences 4557 0.3 6.3 90.7 2.7 75.6 81.7 
Physical Sciences 2914 0.1 2.6 90.0 7.3 74.3 82.0 
Medical and Health Sciences 17678 0.3 6.3 90.5 2.9 69.3 73.7 
Agriculture, Veterinary, Environ 3407 0.4 5.9 79.0 14.7 63.6 78.7 
Earth Sciences 2105 0.9 7.7 82.2 9.2 60.3 72.7 
Mathematical Sciences 2581 0.7 4.3 83.8 11.2 56.8 67.2 
Behavioural Sciences 1951 1.5 17.4 76.2 4.9 53.6 69.4 
Engineering and Technology 8366 0.4 2.5 52.0 45.1 37.2 71.0 
Philosophy and Religion 613 6.0 23.8 64.8 5.4 28.1 40.3 
Economics 1917 2.9 24.5 64.5 8.0 24.4 37.2 
Studies in Human Society 1045 3.5 27.8 63.0 5.6 18.7 28.3 
Policy and Political Science 993 5.8 37.3 46.1 10.8 16.5 33.6 
Informat, Computing, Commun. 2609 0.4 4.6 32.8 62.3 15.9 47.8 
History and Archaeology 1160 11.6 34.0 50.6 3.8 14.5 27.6 
Management 4100 1.3 11.7 52.9 34.0 12.6 23.2 
Language and Culture 1152 6.5 34.0 51.8 7.6 11.4 19.3 
Education 2759 2.5 19.3 54.5 23.6 9.7 17.2 
The Arts 389 4.4 20.8 54.5 20.3 9.5 16.0 
Architecture 792 3.0 17.8 35.6 43.6 6.4 17.7 
Law, Justice 1881 4.1 22.1 71.9 1.9 5.4 6.6 
Journalism, Librarianship 297 3.4 15.2 57.2 24.2 4.4 7.6 
 Courtesy: Linda Butler
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What and why integration
 Integration of open access via repository and edited  
publication
 Publication as appropriate to the needs of the conference
 Dynamic hybrid model
 Immediacy of access – intellectual precedence 
 Formal recognition as research publication
 Cost-effective – print-on-demand model
 Also integration of organisation and publication
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Integration through Sydney eScholarship
Sydney Digital Library
 eScholarship repository
 SETIS digital 
collections
 Sydney Digital Theses
 support, consultation 
and advisory services
 hosting services
Sydney University Publishing
 Sydney University Press
 other imprints
 digital / print on demand 
services
 eStore, eCommerce and 
business services
 experimental publication
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Examples 
 Economics
 Anthropology
 Arts
 Linguistics 
 Fieldwork
 Education
 Complex systems
 Law
 Mathematics
 Sports medicine
 Copyright
 Health Education
 Architecture
 Sexual health
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Thank you
Ross Coleman
r.coleman@library.usyd.edu.au
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